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Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy and imaging technology have seen significant developments in the fields of biology, medical

diagnosis, food safety, and nondestructive testing. Label-free diagnosis of malignant tumours has been obtained and also

achieved significant development in THz biomedical imaging.
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1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) occupies a frequency range from 0.1 to 10 THz in the electromagnetic spectrum between millimeter and

infrared waves, and the corresponding wavelength range is between 30 µm and 3 mm. Due to their properties, THz waves

have far-reaching research value and broad application prospects in the field of biomedical imaging . Researchers

have conducted a number of studies on THz imaging of in vivo biological tissues, including brain tumours, teeth, bone

density testing, liver cancer, and burnt skin tissues . The rapid development of THz imaging technology in biomedical

applications is mainly due to four excellent properties. Firstly, THz waves have stronger penetrating ability than visible and

infrared radiation, so that they can achieve perspective imaging for many opaque non-polar substances , such as

ceramics, paper, wood, plastics, and non-polar liquids. THz imaging and detection technology is mostly used for the

epidermis of tissues and some organs. It can also penetrate the epidermis of animals to the depth of hundreds of microns

to image superficial tissues in vivo. THz imaging can serve as a novel technique that complements conventional medical

imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging and X-ray imaging. Secondly, THz radiation has nondestructive

properties  because their energy is one millionth of the X-ray wave energy, making them suitable for the live detection of

human and other organisms without ionising their component elements and breaking their structure. Thirdly, the

vibrational and rotational energy levels of most biological macromolecules are located at the bandgap of THz, and every

molecule has its own unique signature and fingerprint spectrum , allowing researchers to identify molecular structures

and analyse substance components. Lastly, THz radiation have a strong absorption effect with water , which can be used

to distinguish cancer tissues from normal tissues based on the difference of their water content.

According to different detection and signal processing methods, THz detection technology can be divided into spectral

detection technology and imaging technology. The principle of THz spectrum detection technology is that the spectrum of

most low-frequency biomolecule motion (such as hydrogen bonds, molecular vibration and rotation, and van der Waals

force) and the biomolecules have their own unique THz fingerprint spectrum characteristics so that researchers can

identify biomolecular samples by analysing the difference of the absorption coefficient or reflection coefficient . The THz

Time Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system can distinguish diseased and normal tissues by analysing the peaks,

troughs, absorption spectra, and specific principal component information of the time domain signal. THz-TDS has been

widely studied with macromolecules, cells, cancer tissues and other biological structures . However, the THz-

TDS detection area is associated with the size of the radiation spot, and the tissues are not completely uniform, which

often affects the accuracy of the detection outcomes in clinical medicine. In contrast, CW THz imaging technology can be

more accurate and visualised to identify the difference between lesions and normal tissues. Therefore, THz imaging for

biological tissues samples detection has more advantages.

Increased attention has been paid by researchers to THz biomedical imaging in recent years. The key application of THz

imaging technology in the field of biomedicine is to extract information such as the absorption or refractive index

distribution and morphological characteristics of biological samples from the THz intensity and phase images. In 1995, Hu

and Nuss demonstrated the first THz imaging system and successfully imaged a chip and leaf by transmission single-

point scanning imaging . According to the difference of the working mode of the THz sources, the THz imaging

technology is divided into terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) and continuous-wave (CW THz) THz imaging. The

photoconductive method and the optical rectification method are commonly used to generate THz pulses in the THz-TDS

systems. The photoconductive method uses high-speed photoconductor materials as the transient current source to

generate THz radiation by a self-mode-locked Ti sapphire laser. The optical rectification method utilises the reverse
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process of the electro-optic effect of ZeTe or LiTaO  to generate THz pulses, and the power of the radiation is related to

the incident radiation power and energy conversion efficiency. The measurement of the TPI is a coherent measurement

method, which can obtain both the amplitude and phase information. To detect THz waveforms with the time-domain pulse

THz systems, both the electro-optic sampling method and the photoconductive antenna technology are commonly

adopted. The electro-optical sampling method has a wide detected bandwidth, so it is suitable for full-field imaging .

The photoconductive receiver, by using the coherent delay scanning detection method, can obtain the real-time power of

the THz waveform. This method can improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system, but the structures of the TPI

systems are complex.

The CW THz imaging systems work in a narrow frequency band and utilise the scattering effect of the THz wave on the

edge of the internal defect of the samples by detecting the distribution of the intensity of the scattering effect. The average

output power of CW THz is higher than that of the THz pulse sources, although the peak output of the pulse sources can

be higher than 14 mW . Furthermore, the geometry of the CW THz imaging systems is compact and real time without

additional pump optical detection elements. Due to the above advantages, the CW THz imaging technology is more

suitable for biomedical detection. The CW THz sources include optically pumped THz gas lasers , backward-wave

oscillators , quantum cascade lasers (QCL) , and Gunn diodes. The detector can be divided into point scanning and

area array detection according to the working principle. The former includes the Schottky diode  and Golay cell , and

the latter includes microbolometer arrays and pyroelectric cameras . Correspondingly, the CW THz imaging

technology mainly includes CW THz single-point scanning imaging, full-field imaging, and CW THz three-dimensional

imaging. Each has its different imaging system and advantages that are suitable for specific application conditions. The

following sections will introduce the characteristics of these methods and their developments in the biomedical field.

2. CW THz Tomography Imaging

The idea of CW THz tomography imaging comes from the X-ray computed tomography (CT). CW THz computed

tomography (THz-CT) is another interesting approach for three-dimensional (3D) THz imaging. The penetrability in THz

radiation is poorer than X-ray, which provides a better contrast for biological soft tissue imaging. The internal structure of

samples can be reflected more accurately, giving comprehensive three-dimensional information of biological tissues. THz-

CT is a non-destructive detection method . It detects the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the incident beam or

scattering field at different projection angles and then calculates the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the projection of

each angle. Finally, these data are combined to construct the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the cross-sectional

image of the object. The commonly used data processing method is the filter back projection (FBP) algorithm.

In 2014, Kashiwagi et al. described a THz-CT imaging system based on an IJJ-THz emitter at 440 GHz and a bolometer

detector as shown in Figure 12 . The emitted beam was converted to the parallel beam by the first off-axis parabolic

mirror, PM ; then, it is focused on the object plane by the second off-axis parabolic mirror, PM . The sample was a dried

pea containing three seeds. The object was placed on the turntable and rotated 360° with a rotating speed of 10 mm/s.

The scanning time was 10 min. The typical heart of a pea was seen to be made up of three ventricles, each of them with a

thin-wall compose of triangular endothelium, and all of them pressed together. Three round seeds in the different

ventricles were also visible at the bottom of the pea.

Figure 12. Schematic of the THz-computed tomography (CT) imaging system.
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